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When Rafael saw Jacob, his face turned gloomy as he asked, “Mr. Jensen, are you going to protect them? Is
this how you treat your guests?”

Jacob straightened up, stood with his hands on his back, and looked at Rafael before tossing him a folder. He
shouted, “Marco Lopez has been active in my territory for dozens of days, bullying men and women,
wounding and killing several people after getting drunk.

These are already capital crimes! Young Master Clarke and the others were just brave enough to punish the
evildoers, so this is not a question of protecting them.

On the contrary, it’s the Lopez family that deliberately hurt the successors of our country’s art on the
grounds of learning martial arts, so you should be giving us an explanation instead!”

He was supporting Philip to the end!

Rafael did not even open the folder and just tossed it to the ground. He stared at Jacob with cold eyes and
said solemnly, “Mr. Jensen, are you deliberately trying to make things difficult for the Lopez family?”

Hearing this, Jacob scoffed. “The Lopez family isn’t worthy of my time.”

“Damn it!”

Rafael was furious and roared, “Today, none of you can leave! I want all of you to kneel in front of my son
and apologize with your deaths!”

Instantly!

In the entire hotel, at various entrances and exits, more than a dozen boxers from the Lopez family rushed in
again!

Rafael was also ready to fight!

“I’ve heard of Old Master Jensen’s reputation as an Ace of national martial arts. Today, I represent Fusha
boxing to challenge you.”

A fierce murderous intent flashed from the corners of Rafael’s eyes.

Hmph!

Jacob snorted coldly and waved his big hand. The momentum of an Ace directly rose to the sky, shocking
the whole lobby into dead silence!

“I’m afraid you’re not my opponent!”



Jacob’s expression was indifferent as he told the truth.

Rafael huffed. “Yes, I alone may not be Mr. Jensen’s opponent, but what if I join forces with six members
out of the 13 Majors of Fusha martial arts?”

As soon as his voice fell!

The crowd separated automatically. Behind Rafael, six Majors of the Fusha martial arts circle walked
straight out!

With Rafael Lopez, that was a total of seven Majors!

Hiss!

Everyone gasped. No one expected that the situation would turn out like this!

Of the 13 big names in the Fusha martial arts circle, seven had now appeared here!

Scary!

Jacob’s expression also dimmed in an instant!

If the seven martial arts Majors joined forces, even Jacob, an Ace figure, would have no chance of winning!

There was a saying in the martial arts world—one Ace against three Majors.

In other words, the combat power of an Ace was equivalent to the combat power of three Majors!

Now, there were seven of them!

Jacob had no chance of winning!

Just when everyone thought that Jacob would undoubtedly lose this time and his life would be taken by the
hands of the seven Majors, Jacob smiled mildly. He said, “Is this a show of numbers? You’ll be
disappointed, then.”

As his voice fell…

Everyone immediately noticed the abnormality!

It was because the crowd at the entrance of the lobby had automatically dispersed!

With their backs against the light, a mix of tall, short, fat, thin, male, and female figures appeared at the door.
There were six of them in total.

“The Fusha Majors entered the boundary without notification. Did you think the national martial arts would
have no one around?”

“Haha! It just so happens I don’t have anything better to do recently, so let’s get rid of some Majors for
fun.”

“Old fogey, stop bragging so much. Can your back take it?”

Several erratic voices came from the six figures.



Immediately afterward, loud shouts resounded through the entire hotel. At the same time, it also shocked the
martial arts families and forces around the world!

“Ace Mobius Pine challenges the Fusha Majors!”

“Ace Boris Vahn challenges the Fusha Majors!”

“Ace Dorian Fox challenges the Fusha Majors!”

“Ace Leon Anders challenges the Fusha Majors!”

“Ace Lou Venti challenges the Fusha Majors!”

“Ace Roxy Fisher challenges the Fusha Majors!”

The Seven Aces had come together!
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